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for example, Ford, GM and Chrysler were in deep trouble. ... Ford, General Motors (GM) and Chrysler. .... VICKI SUSSENS is a South African journalist and. 
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An der äußeren Form ließ sich einst schon von weitem jede Automarke erkennen. Im Zuge der Globalisierung verschwanden die markanten Unterschiede. Heute setzen Autohersteller wieder auf das Design, um sich von der Konkurrenz abzuheben, wie VICKI SUSSENS berichtet.
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Cars define eras: the 1960 Corvette Stingray



THE CAR INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT ■



A



beautiful car has a Renaissance sense of proportion, said legendary car designer Walter de Silva when the Golf VII was introduced last year. In a clear reference to less beautiful models on the road, the VW Group’s head of design said he does not aim for “baroque”. De Silva told the online magazine Automotive News Europe that minimalist styling is the look of the future and that “flamboyant overdesign” in cars was over. But is it? Over the past 20 years, car design has indeed gone baroque as carmakers fight to make ever more models stand out in overcrowded markets. There’s not much Renaissance in today’s fat wheels, big bums and squashed-looking roofs. Even nostalgic models are making comebacks in 21st-century overdesign. As one reader of Forbes’s online “Ugliest cars of 2012” list commented about the new Mini Countryman: “It is like a Mini Hatch on steroids.” Global car sales in Europe, Japan and the US fell dramatically after the financial crisis hit in 2008, with Europe reaching a 20-year low this year. In the US, they fell from 16.6 million in 2006 to 14.3 million in 2012. The US is showing some signs of recovery, mainly because of improved management strategies in the Detroit big three: Ford, General Motors (GM) and Chrysler. Growth in Europe, however, is not expected to recover until 2019, say analysts AlixPartners. Falling sales have mostly been blamed on the recession, as well as on four major trends: older Europeans moving away from cars, cars becoming too expensive for under-35-year-olds, cars lasting longer and cities becoming increasingly car-unfriendly. But how many of the industry’s problems are self-made? Aren’t carmakers simply producing too many cars that are ugly, look largely the same — and are not what people want? As Toyota’s head, Akio Toyoda, said in October 2009, after his firm closed down a factory because of falling sales, particularly among young Japanese: “They say that young people are moving away from cars. But surely it is us, the automakers, who have abandoned our passion for cars.” Figures show that even during crises, some cars sell well. While record numbers of cars were sold globally in 2007, designs: have ~ on sth. [di(zaInz] abandon sth. [E(bÄndEn] baroque [bE(rQk] branding [(brÄndIN] bum [bVm] UK ifml. bumper [(bVmpE] design (sth.) [di(zaIn] flamboyant [flÄm(bOIEnt] flavour [(fleIvE]
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es auf etw. abgesehen haben etw. aufgeben, begraben Barock-Stil; hier: Stil mit überladenen Formelementen Markenaufbau, -bildung Hinterteil; hier: Heck Stoßstange Konstruktion, Konstruktionskunst; etw. konstruieren extravagant Aroma; hier: Lebensgefühl



On steroids: the not very mini Mini Countryman



for example, Ford, GM and Chrysler were in deep trouble. Now, the American big three are showing a strong recovery while others struggle. And in Europe, despite falling sales, the German giants VW, Daimler and BMW continue to outperform other European carmakers. Their secret? Branding, say car experts. “All the marketing in the world cannot stop people finding particular models ugly or boring,” says Ana Nicholls, an analyst at the Economist Intelligence Unit. “Car design is essential to increase market share.” In the good old days, drivers and their cars were like people and their dogs. A Volvo driver was different from a Jaguar driver. While each generation of Volvo or Jaguar may have looked different, they remained recognizable. Perhaps it was the shape of the grille, or the curve of a bumper. A Volvo could never have been mistaken for a Jaguar. Cars were emotional, exciting and stylish, and they defined whole epochs. The Cinquecento was as much a part of the flavour of Italy as the Citroën DS was of France. Cars that managed to create a special magic enjoyed a cult4



“They say that young people are moving away from cars. But surely it is us, the automakers, who have abandoned our passion for cars” Akio Toyoda, head of Toyota



grille [grIl] hatch(back) [(hÄtS(bÄk)] head of design [)hed Ev di(zaIn] outperform sb. [)aUtpE(fO:m] recovery [ri(kVvEri] Renaissance [ri(neIs&ns] sales [(seI&lz] squashed [skwQSt] stand out [)stÄnd (aUt] steroids: be on ~ [(stIErOIdz]



Kühlergrill Wagen mit Heckklappe Leiter(in) der Konstruktionsabteilung erfolgreicher sein als jmd. anderes (Konjunktur-)Erholung Renaissance-Stil; hier: Stil mit klarer, einfacher Formensprache Absatz plattgedrückt sich abheben, herausragen regelmäßig Steroide nehmen
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Legendary: 1968 Jaguar E-Type Easy to identify: the new Golf VII



“All the marketing in the world cannot stop people finding particular models ugly or boring”



following. It didn’t matter that Ana Nicholls, car analyst, Economist Intelligence Unit on long trips, one had to stop to repair an oil leak in a VW bus or cool an overheated engine in a Mini. It was simply cool in branded series. So, for example, the BMW 3 Series sedan the 1970s to drive those cars. But that was when national began to be produced also as a cabriolet, a station wagon and a hatchback. This strategy was good for popular modbrands still controlled national markets and there were typically three or four carmakers in each segment, making it els, and the 3 Series has been on Car and Driver magazine’s easy to build strong brands. Then, in the 1980s, merger“Ten Best” list 22 times since 1992. The idea was increasingly copied by carmakers, producing high volumes of mania and globalization hit the car industry. Now, a few giant carmakers, owning a range of brands with no shared cars. “Now the name of the game is increasing consumer histories or reputations, produce an ever-broader number choice,” says Christoph Stuermer, head of automobileof models for global markets. That hasn’t been good for industry research at global business analyst IHS. brand development. However, extending ranges only works if branding In fact, if you took the badges off most cars today, it would be a challenge to name the model. Even classes of is strong, and this is becoming a difficult balancing act. cars are blurring as sedans “cross over” to become more “Consistent branding will become ever more important as like SUVs, and once iconic car badges now appear on lesscar choice increases and cars become better every year,” er models. Porsche, for example, once exclusively a sports says Stuermer. car, now also comes as a monstrous, two-tonne Cayenne. Over the past ten years, the market has polarized, with buyers favouring either SUVs or smaller, fuel-efficient Other legendary brands have died as new owners cars. Luxury models and cheap cars have also done better failed to give them the design attention they needed. One than mid-priced ones. The more successful carmakers, such is the Alfa Romeo, which was bought by Fiat 28 years ago. as Volkswagen, have expanded their ranges or undertaken acquisitions to spread their risks. “But it’s much less The “dream car” was once a leader in motor technology, efficient to have to produce lots of different models, espewrote Der Spiegel recently. Porsche management drove cially if you produce them in several locations,” says Alfas long before they created their own sports models, Nicholls. “And if you have too many brands, it’s hard to and Enzo Ferrari worked at Alfa before he started his own market them all effectively.” company. Now, Alfa Romeo is a “cult brand in a coma”, Companies have tried to solve the problem either by cutsays Der Spiegel. ting their range of cars, as GM did, by developing common Ironically, carmakers’ response to growing competition platforms and components they can use across models, like has made it harder to build strong brands. During the gloFord and VW did, or by combining resources, such as balization of the 1990s, German premium manufacturers Renault-Nissan. “However, in a volatile market, the need started to increase the choice of products within strongly
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Erkennungszeichen, Emblem sich verwischen Marke; etw. als Marke kennzeichnen Bauteil konsequent sparsam im Kraftstoffverbrauch Kultetw. vermarkten Fusionswelle die Devise heißt ...
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oil leak [(OI&l li:k] range [reIndZ] research [ri(s§:tS] resources [ri(zO:sIz] sedan [sI(dÄn] US station wagon [(steIS&n )wÄgEn] US SUV (sport utility vehicle) [)es ju: (vi:] undertake an acquisition [VndE)teIk En ÄkwI(zIS&n] volatile [(vQlEtaI&l] volume [(vQlju:m]



Ölleck Palette Forschung Betriebsmittel Limousine Kombi SUV (Sport- und Nutzfahrzeug) eine Übernahme tätigen volatil, unbeständig hier: Umsatzvolumen
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THE CAR INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT ■ Award winning: the Cadillac ATS



Iconic: Porsche’s 1961 356 coupé



to minimize costs often conflicts with the need to be flexible enough to respond to consumer tastes,” she says. Yet it is dangerous for carmakers to be out of sync with buyers’ sense of aesthetics. “When sales contract, as they did in Europe, this puts carmakers in a difficult position.” Currently, the most successful carmakers are those that are putting design first. The VW Golf has been the Volkswagen Group’s top-selling model for 40 years, and the world’s second-most-sold car ever. Almost 30 million Golfs have been sold over the past 40 years, and the Golf VII was voted Car of the Year 2013 by a panel of 55 European car journalists. Talking about the new Golf before its launch in Volkswagen’s Das Auto. Magazin, de Silva said all he wanted people who first saw it to say was: “That’s a Golf.” Then he would answer, “But of course it is!” The design team has changed some elements to modernize it, giving it a “cockpit experience”, more comfort inside and a sporty crease down the side. But it remains true to the spirit of the first Golf, brought out in 1974 and designed by another legend in car design, Giorgetto Giugiaro. Today’s buying decisions are primarily influenced by design, says de Silva. And with cars moving closer and closer together conceptually, design is essential to make a model stand out. “However, a culture must develop around a brand, and that’s only possible through a sense of continuity and long years of attention to detail.” Good car design is also helping Detroit automakers lift themselves out of the ashes. Indeed, US carmakers are providing the best range of cars in a generation, says aesthetics [i:s(TetIks] blind spot [(blaInd spQt] budget [(bVdZIt] contract [kEn(trÄkt] corporation [)kO:pE(reIS&n] crease [kri:s] file for bankruptcy [)faI&l fE (bÄNkrVptsi] launch [lO:ntS] panel [(pÄn&l] quarter [(kwO:tE] run over: be ~ [)rVn (EUvE] spitting cat [)spItIN (kÄt] sync: be out of ~ with sth. [sINk] unprecedented [Vn(presIdentId]
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[wg. Aussprache] toter Winkel hier: im unteren Preissegment schrumpfen etwa: AG Falte; hier: Kante Insolvenz anmelden Markteinführung Gremium Quartal überfahren werden fauchende Katze nicht länger mit etw. auf einer Linie sein beispiellos



Bloomberg. In the first quarter of 2013, Ford sales rose by 20 per cent, and GM and Chrysler each by 11 per cent. Four years ago, after GM filed for bankruptcy, its top designer, Ed Welburn, told his 300-member team: “When we come out on the other end of this very dark period, the world is going to be looking to see what General Motors is capable of doing. And they’re going to be looking at design.” The team was frustrated and angry about events and began to do some of its best work, Welburn recently told AutoNews.com. One result is the Cadillac ATS Sedan, which was voted the 2013 North American Car of the Year by a panel of 49 North American journalists. Unlike the flamboyant early Cadillacs, it has an almost European simplicity. Another carmaker that has used design to turn itself around is the Kia Motors Corporation. Kia has enjoyed unprecedented growth after Peter Schreyer changed the firm’s image from being a budget carmaker to an innovator. Schreyer, who was made president of Kia this year, helped Audi reposition itself as a premium brand in the 1990s and has been responsible for redesigning Kia’s entire product line since moving there from Volkswagen in 2006. But even the best carmakers have work to do. As cars become bigger and windows smaller, blind spots grow. According to Kids and Cars, a US website promoting child safety in traffic, blind spots are an increasing danger. It estimates that in the US, about 50 children are run over a week (often by parents or family), with two being killed. Some carmakers now offer cameras to improve visibility, but what was wrong with smaller cars and bigger windows? Also, according to Nicholls, some carmakers have admitted they’ve done far too little to make cars attractive to women. Recently, a friend showed me her new VW Touareg. “It looks like a spitting cat,” she said uncertainly. And indeed, cars today either look like beasts about to attack or like military vehicles. If car design reflects the era we live in, what does this say about us? We’re a long way BS from minimalism, Signor de Silva! ■ VICKI SUSSENS is a South African journalist and



an editor at Business Spotlight, with a special focus on management, business and social issues. Contact: [email protected]
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Compliance Designs 

Radiológicos. Radioactivo natural emisor de radiación alfa (gross alpha) 15 pCi/L. 3. ND. Radioactivo natural emisor de
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Compliance Designs 

En el agua potable que usted bebe hay niveles de arsénico superiores a 0.005 ppb y hasta 0.001 ppb. Si el agua potable q
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ON BECOMING A QUANT A quant designs and ... - Mark Joshi's 

(6) Capital quant. A desk quant implements pricing models directly used by traders. ..... value here, in a world of online applications, databases, Vendor Manage-.
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Den Stoff bÃ¼geln, um Falten zu entfernen. Die folgenden Schnitt-Teile sind in diesem Schnittmuster enthalten: 1. Bett Unterteil. 2. Bett Kopfteil. 3. Husse Oberteil.
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Topflappen (Pot Holder). â€¢. â€¢ Hinweis: Die Anleitung ist fÃ¼r alle Topflappen identisch. â€¢. â€¢ 1. Die Thermolam-Teile auf die linke Seite jedes Topflappens auflegen ...
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Das Gesicht, die Augen, die Pupillen, die Nase, die Zunge und das SchwÃ¤nzchen separat auf die Papierseite des Vliesofix Ã¼bertragen. Die Klebeseite auf die ...
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Das TrÃ¤gerpapier der Pupillenhighlights abziehen und wie gezeigt auf die. Pupillen aufbÃ¼geln. Das TrÃ¤gerpapier von den Pupillen abziehen und auf die Augen ...
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Verwenden Sie die Schnitt-Teile 6 bis 13 für Modell B Kleid ohne Ärmel. Wählen Sie die Schnitt-Teile in der Größe aus, die zu dem gewünschten Modell ...
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Entscheiden, wie viele Herzen appliziert werden sollen und welche Stoffe hierfÃ¼r verwendet werden sollen. Die Teile separat auf die Papierseite des Vliesofix ...
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Vorhang. 5. Fensterrahmen. 6. Schattierung. 7. RÃ¼schen. 8. Spitze. 9. Dach. 10. ... Die Schnitt-Teile auf dem Stoff entsprechend des Layouts anordnen. Achten.
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Die folgenden Schnitt-Teile sind in diesem Schnittmuster enthalten: 1. ... beigefÃ¼gt, die die rechte und linke Stoffseite und die Schnitt-Teile genau identifizieren.
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